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Words by
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Medium voice in G.

Andante religioso.

Back from my distant wandering,
Sadly the moonlight's beam- ing,
Here in the twilight pondering—— On God's eternal truth;
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The Ocean Never Sleeps.
(Bass in C)

Words by
ARTHUR J. LAMB.
Author of: "Asleep In The Deep."

Music by
ALFRED SOLMAN.
Composer of:
"When The Bell In The Lighthouse Rings."

Animato.

PIANO.

"Rock-a-bye baby?" a
"Rock-a-bye baby?" the

mother sang; "Your father is out at sea;" But the
mother sang; "Your father has not come home;" But hell
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night will pass and then, sweet lass, He will be back with me!

But the restless breakers lashed the shore, And the foam!

And she watched the twilight shadows fall, While the child could not sleep a right For the warning knell of the light-house bell Was ringing throughout the night.

waves danced to and fro, But she never knew, that a heart so true, Was sleeping down below.

The Ocean Never Sleeps.
Andante moderato.

Hark! to the song of the lighthouse bell,

il basso ben marcato

Hark! to the seagulls' cry!

This is the song of the days to come, The

song of the days gone by! Tho' the

The Ocean Never Sleeps.
moonlight falls or the twilight creeps,

il basso sempre marcato

Onward the waters flow; For the

ocean never, never sleeps, Tho'

many sleep be low, The

The Ocean Never Sleeps; 5.
ocean never, never sleeps, Tho'many sleep below!

low! The ocean

never sleeps, Tho'many sleep below!

The Ocean Never Sleeps.
It is needless to comment on the success of Alfred Solman's "IF I HAD A THOUSAND LIVES TO LIVE," but many more friends than the above song has won, are acclaiming the spontaneous triumph of the same composer's most recent composition—a ballad of the heart—entitled, "MINE." As simple as it's title, yet most effective for the singer, the song "MINE" is a distinctive feature wherever performed, and is destined to become a favorite with every music lover.
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